
(10 NIGHTS & 11 DAYS) 

Destination Covered: 

 
 
 
 

 
Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Heppenheim, Innsbruck, 

Switzerland 
3N Paris, 1N Brussels, 1N Amsterdam, 1N Heppenheim, 1N Innsbruck, 3N Switzerland 

: Destinations Covered 

Exploring Holidays



Paris,  is the capital and most populous city of France. It is especially known for its museums and 
architectural landmarks. It is the capital is a major European city and a global center for art, fashion, 
gastronomy and culture. Its 19th-century cityscape is crisscrossed by wide boulevards and the River 
Seine.  

Brussels, is a region of Belgium comprising 19 municipalities, including the City of Brussels, which is 
the capital of Belgium. Also known for its famous Belgium Waffles & Belgium chocolates. 

Amsterdam, is the Netherlands’ capital, known for its artistic heritage, elaborate canal system and 
narrow houses with gabled facades, legacies of the city’s 17th-century Golden Age. Its Museum 
District houses the Van Gogh Museum, works by Rembrandt and Vermeer at the Rijksmuseum, and 
modern art at the Stedelijk. Cycling is key to the city’s character, and there are numerous bike paths. 

Heppenheim, is the seat of Bergstrasse district in Hesse, Germany, lying on the Bergstrasse on the 
edge of the Odenwald. The town is set on the vineyards below the mediaeval Starkenburg (castle) 

Innsbruck, capital of Austria’s western state of Tyrol, is a city in the Alps that's long been a 
destination for winter sports. Innsbruck is also known for its Imperial and modern architecture. The 
Nordkette funicular, with futuristic stations designed by architect Zaha Hadid, climbs up to 2,256m 
from the city center for skiing in winter and hiking or mountaineering in warmer months. 

Switzerland, is a mountainous Central European country, home to numerous lakes, villages and the 
high peaks of the Alps. Its cities contain medieval quarters, with landmarks like capital Bern’s 
Zytglogge clock tower and Lucerne’s wooden chapel bridge. The country is also known for its ski 
resorts and hiking trails. Banking and finance are key industries, and Swiss watches and chocolate are 
world renowned. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_communes_in_France_with_over_20,000_inhabitants
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages


Day 1: Paris Arrival 

Arrival into France’s capital “PARIS”. Its 19th-century cityscape is crisscrossed 
by wide boulevards and the River Seine.  
Upon arrival, proceed to the restaurant for Indian Dinner. 
Later, Check in at the Hotel and rest.  
Overnight stay in Paris. 

Meals: Indian Dinner 

Day 2: Paris –City Tour 

After breakfast, we proceed for Eiffel Tower (2nd level); then visit Fragonard, a 
French perfume factory. Later, in second half, we proceed for a guided city tour of 
Paris where we drive past various sites –Eiffel Tower, Arc of Triumph, Champs 
Elysees, Concorde Square, the Invalides, Grand Palais and Petit Palais, National 
Assembly, Church of Magdalena, Opera of Paris and the Louvre Museum. Later, 
proceed for the amazing Seine River Cruise. Then, proceed for dinner. 
Today, you have an option to opt for the famous illuminated night tour - Paris by 
night. 
Overnight stay in Paris. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

Day 3: Paris – Disney Land 

After breakfast, Visit to the famous Euro-Disney.  A day full of action for the 
children as well as for adults of all ages. One day pass [Any one park] valid on all 
rides within Disneyland will be given to all passengers.  Enjoy rides at Adventure 
World, Discovery Land, Frontier Land, Big Thunder Mountain, Cars 
QuatreRouesRallye, Mad Hatter’s Tea Cups, USA Main Street & Fantasy Land. 
Late evening transfer to the Indian Restaurant for dinner. 
Today, you have an option to enjoy the world-famous cabaret show – Paradis 
Latin. 
Overnight stay in Paris. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

Day 4: Paris – Brussels 

After Breakfast, proceed to Brussels, the capital of Belgium. Orientation tour at 
Atomium (only Photostops), Grand Plac, Viceroy building, Brussels museum, 
Mannekins pis etc. Take a whistle stop at Mini Europe (Optional) & view all the 
famous attractions in a miniature form. Enjoy shopping on your own for Belgium 
Chocolates and a must try –Belgium Waffles.  

Overnight stay in Brussels. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

TENTATIVE DAYWISE ITINERARY 



Day 5: Amsterdam 

After breakfast, we proceed to the city of Amsterdam, known for its artistic heritage, 
elaborate canal system and narrow houses with gabled facades, legacies of the city’s 
17th-century Golden Age. Visit Volendam– a traditional Dutch Village, known for its 
colourful wooden houses and the old fishing boats in its harbour, which is lined with 
seafood vendors and then visit the Cheese & Wooden shoe factory. Evening we take a 
panoramic tour of Amsterdam through the Canal Cruise. 
Overnight stay in Amsterdam. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

Day 6: Amsterdam – Cologne - Heppenheim 

After breakfast, check out and proceed to Heppenheim. On our way to Heppenheim, visit 
the famous Catholic cathedral in Cologne, a renowned monument of German Catholicism 
and Gothic architecture and was declared a World Heritage Site in 1996. 

Overnight stay in Heppenheim. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

Day 7:  Heppenheim - Innsbruck 

Overnight stay in Innsbruck. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

Day 8:  Innsbruck - Switzerland 
After breakfast, check out and proceed to Switzerland. On the way drive pass the 
famous Black Forest Region of Germany. Later, we take a trip to Cuckoo Clock 
factory. Then we proceed to Schaffhausen to view the Rhine River falls – biggest 
fall in the continent of Europe (Boat Ride on your Own) Later, proceed for dinner. 

Overnight stay in Switzerland. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner 

Day 9:  Switzerland – Mt. Jungfrau 
After breakfast, proceed to magnificent Mt. Jungfrau; enjoy a beautiful scenic drive 
ascend to Jungfrau in the Cog wheel train (the only rail to reach the height of 11000 
feet). Enjoy fun rides in snow, Ice museum, Shopping and 360-degree view of the 
Snow-Capped Alpine Mountains. 
OR  
Day free for Leisure. 
Overnight stay in Switzerland. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner. 

After a sumptuous breakfast, proceed to yet another Beautiful country of 
Austria - characterized by mountain villages, baroque architecture, Imperial 
history and rugged Alpine terrain. Visit the Swarovski Crystal garden at 
Wattens and engage yourselves into shopping for Crystals best known in the 
World. Swarovski museum entry on your own. 



*NOTE:- Itinerary is subject to change as per flight timings, weather, availability of guide & entrance
tickets (if any) etc. 

Day 10:  Switzerland – Mt. Titlis 

After breakfast, proceed to Engelberg, the base of Central Switzerland’s highest 
mountain. Enjoy cable car rides on the way up to Mt Titlis. Enjoy the different rides in 
the snow and also take the Cliff walk and a picture of yourself with Shahrukh and 
Kajol. Also, enjoy the City tour of Lucerne, visiting the Lion Monument, the Chapel 
bridge over lake Lucerne and then indulge yourself into Shop till you drop at Lucerne 
Market. Later, proceed for dinner in an Indian Restaurant. 
Overnight stay in Switzerland. 

Meals: Continental Breakfast + Indian Dinner. 

Day 11:  Switzerland  
After breakfast, proceed to Zurich for your return flight. 
Tour ends with Sweet Memories!!! 

Meals: Continental Breakfast 

INCLUSIONS:- 

 Return Economy Class Airfare Ex-BOM
 Insurance up to 59 years of age only
 Entire road journey & sightseeing by air-conditioned luxury coach
 Accommodation in 3* hotels on Twin or Triple sharing basis.
 Meals: Continental Breakfast & Indian Dinner.
 Paris – Guided city tour, Eiffel Tower (Level2), Seine River Cruise & Euro Disney (One day pass).
 Amsterdam – Volendam + Wooden Shoe & Cheese factory (20th May onwards) & Canal Cruise.
 Orientation Tour of Brussels, Amsterdam, Cologne, Innsbruck & Lucerne.
 Excursion to Mt. Titlis.
 Hindi / English speaking Tour Leader / Manager throughout the tour
 Visa Assistance.

EXCLUSIONS:- 

 Extra charges/expenses of personal nature like porterage, laundry, mineral water/drinks, telephone
or any other charges/ expenses not mentioned in Inclusions

 Optional Tours
 Transfers for clients taking deviation.
 Any Entry fees/Boat Rides & Shows not mentioned in the itinerary

OPTIONAL TOURS 

 GST
 Visa Cost
 Tips Mendetory 3 Euro Per Day



PARTICULARS ADULT CHILD (5-11 YRS) 
PARIS BY NIGHT (PARIS) Rs. 2,900 Rs. 2,900 
PARADIS LATIN (PARIS) Rs. 7,500 Rs. 6,500 
MINI EUROPE (BELGIUM) Rs. 1,500 Rs. 1,350 
MT. JUNGFRAU (SWITZERLAND) Rs. 14,000 Rs. 13,000 
TOTAL Rs. 25,900 Rs. 23,750 

Please Note: All optional tour costs are including transfers 

Paris to Brussels 320 KMS 
Brussels to Amsterdam 210 KMS 
Amsterdam to Heppenheim 475 KMS 
Heppenheim to Innsbruck 464 KMS 
Innsbruck to Switzerland 314 KMS 

PARIS (FRANCE) APPARTCITY LE BOURGET / KYRIAD LE BOURGET / SIMILAR 

BRUSSELS (BELGIUM) IBIS CHARLEROI / WAVRE / SIMILAR 

AMSTERDAM 
(NETHERLANDS) 

TULIP OOSTERHOUT / NH KONINGSHOF / SIMILAR 

HEPPENHEIM (GERMANY) STARKENBURGER / MICHEL / SIMILAR 

INNSBRUCK (AUSTRIA) OLYMPIA / WHITE MOUNTAIN / SIMILAR 

BASEL / LUNGERN 
(SWITZERLAND) 

IBIS STYLES BASEL CITY / LOWEN / SIMILAR 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF Exploring Holidays. 

Dear Guest(s), 
We make every effort to provide you with the best services in a pleasant and friendly 
atmosphere at all times. We strive for your complete satisfaction to provide a safe and secure 
journey to the best of our ability without any misunderstandings between the tour escorts, the 
company and you at any time. 

1. The person signing the booking form is bestowed with the responsibility to sign and accept
on behalf of the name mentioned in the booking form which means that the other names 
mentioned in the booking and accept on behalf of the name mentioned in the booking form 
which means that the other name mentioned in the booking form have understood, agreed and 
accepted the terms and conditions and do not deny anything mentioned herein. 
2. The payment of initial registration amount just indicates tourist intention of participation in
the tour but does not entitle him to any of the services including travel tickets, visas, 
hotel accommodations etc. until the full tour tariff payment has been received by the 
Exploring Holidays. If full tour tariff is not paid in time, the Exploring Holidays. 

DISTANCE CHART 

TENTATIVE HOTEL NAMES 



reserves the right to cancel the booking/registration with consequent loss of registration fee. 
3. When cancellation is made, cancellation charges per person as follow.

DAYS CANCELLATION CHARGES 
Before 90 days Rs. 11,000/- 
61 – 90 days Rs. 26,500/- 
46 – 60 days 50% 
31 – 45 days 70% 
16 – 30 days 80% 
0 – 15 days 90% 
No show 100% Non-Refundable 

Note:  In case of Visa rejection, the above-mentioned cancellation policy shall apply. 

4. Government Taxes will be charged as applicable.
5. “Group Departure of Tours” mean such to which are carried out in groups containing
individual families & where the services provided are similar to all guest/s. 
6. First day of the tour shall start at any time (i.e. in the morning/afternoon/evening) at the
first destination depending on the arrival of the respective flight or any mode of transport same 
shall be in case of the last day of the tour. In other words, a ‘Day’ shall mean a part of the day or 
24 hours or its part thereof. 

7. Tourist/s hereby acknowledge that all the tourist/s who have book the tour have gone
through the itinerary and is well aware about the same and all the tourist/s are medically fit to 
undertake the said tour. Tourist/s shall solely be responsible for any health related issues and 
arrangement of the medical aid, if any. 
8. If any passenger/s decides to break the journey after commencement of the tour, they can do
so but no refund for the balance period of the tour will be granted to them and their onward 
journey arrangement will be sole responsibility of such passenger/s only. 
9. Force Majeure means an event or circumstance not within the reasonable control, directly or
indirectly, of the feel Exploring Holidays. in its ability to perform its obligations / 
responsibilities regarding the tour including (i) war, hostilities invasion, act of foreign 
enemies; (ii) rebellion, revolution, insurrection or military or usurped power or civil war; (iii) 
epidemic, explosion, fire, flood, earthquake or other exceptional natural calamity and act of 
God; (iv) ionizing radiation or contamination by radioactivity from any nuclear fuel, or from 
any nuclear waste from the combustion of nuclear fuel, radioactive toxic explosive, or other 
hazardous properties of any explosive nuclear assembly or nuclear component of such 
assembly;   (v) riot, commotion or disorder; (vi) any act or omission of any Government instrumentality; 
(vii) a Change in Legal Requirements; (viii) strikes lock outs or other industrial disturbances; 
and (ix) abnormal weather or sea conditions including tempest, lightning, hurricane, typhoon, 
rain and temperatures. 
10. The Tourist interested going abroad must have a valid Visa to visit/travel to that
Country/Countries. Company generally assists in documentation and submission of application 
for visa by forwarding them to the respective consulates on the dates as pre-defined by the 
concerned authority. The granting or not granting visa is the sole prerogative of the concerned 
Consulate/Authorities even after submitting all relevant documents or attending personal  
interview or otherwise and company is not at all responsible for grant of or not grant of visa for 
whatever reasons and for errors in the date of visa granted or scanned photographs by the 
concerned authorities. No consulate gives any reason for not granting visa. Normally the 
passport is returned without visa. The Company therefore shall not provide any reason why a 
person is not granted a visa. Company reserves the right to levy an additional charge over and 
above the tour tariff to be paid and borne by tourists for delay in production of visa by the 
tourist before the Company for any reason whatsoever. If the tourist cancels a tour due to not 
granting of visa and /or for any other reasons whatsoever, the cancellation charges shall be 
paid by the tourist and any fine, penalties or any such payments arising due to not meeting 
with the requirements of any airport or government authorities including Passport or Visa 
documents, are to be paid by the Tourist. 
11. We are travel and holiday organizer only. We do not control any airline, shipping company,



coach operator or supplies of any services or facilities. 
12. It there is a deviation of the tour package and the tourist is joining our group on the same
day, the said tourist must wait for the arrival or departure of the group. 
13. Any transfers included in the package and missed by the tourist/s at the destination due to
any delay will not be refunded. The tourist/s will reach the hotel or the destination on their 
own. 
14. Any services included in the package and not availed by the traveller will not refund.
15. If tourist/s books a cruise package, the booking amount does not include the cruise amount
and the tourist/s is liable to pay the entire cruise amount in case of any form of cancellation. 
16. If there is a loss of days in the stay of hotel or services such as sight-seeing, lunch or dinner
and optional services are missed by the tourist/s, no refund will be applicable. 
17. The hotels are subject to change without prior notice.
18. No liability on the part of the organizer or the staff arising in any way in respect of the tour
shall exceed the hotel amount paid for the tour. It shall in no case include any consequential 
loss or additional expense whatsoever. 
19. Exploring Holidays. reserves the right to cancel to refund the amount announced
without assigning any reason whatsoever in such case the operators responsibility will be only 
to refund the amount paid by such passengers, without any compensation whatsoever. 
20. Exploring Holidays. reserve the right to cancel to refund the amount announce
without assigning any reason whatsoever in such case the operator responsibility will be only 
to refund the amount paid by such tourist/s, without any compensation whatsoever. 
21. Tourist travel at their own risk Exploring Holidays. is not responsible for any risk
damage loss injury death during the tour howsoever it might have been caused. 
22. Any tourist/s damaging any property for e.g. Bus, any property in restaurant, or any
damage caused by the customers to the property during the tour, the compensation has to be 
paid by the tourist/s on tour. Any dispute issue will be attracting International Court of law. 
23. All dispute/complaints with respect to these terms and conditions and the tour and
services shall be subject to the jurisdiction of Courts at Mumbai only. 
24. Exploring Holidays are only tour operators. We do not hold responsibilities for the
management / services of the hotels or any suppliers. 




